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Workshop goals

•  Provide an introduction to: 
–  Plasmas and how scientists are using plasmas to develop 

fusion energy for use on Earth  
 

•  Introduce the wide variety of fields that come together 
to develop fusion energy  
–  Scientists and engineers from numerous fields are needed 

to develop fusion energy for commercial use  
 

•  Provide hands-on activities to be used in the classroom 
–  Activities will explore the underlying concepts used to 

harness fusion energy 
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How will future generations get energy?
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Fusion — Fundamental Energy Source That �
Helped Create the Universe We Live In

Fire: Self-sustaining chemical
reaction at 2000o F

Fusion: Self-sustaining nuclear 
reaction at > 20,000,000o F 
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Fusion Produces Energy By 
Joining Two Light Nuclei Into A Heavier Nuclei

The difference in mass between the two light nuclei and the heavier 
nuclei is converted to energy: 

Fusion converts 0.375% 
rest mass to energy
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 Energy = (mass)*(speed of light)2 or more simply, E = mc2  
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Fusion Is An Incredibly Efficient �
Energy Source!
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The fusion energy 
released from just 
1 gram of D-T fuel 
equals the energy 
from about 2400 

gallons of oil
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Fusion Creates A Lot of Energy from �
a Small Amount of Fuel

To produce 1000 megawatts electricity for 1 day
 (enough for a major city)

  Coal Plant D-T Fusion Plant

Fuel
Consumed

18,000,000 Lb coal
 

 

 

1.0 Lb D21.5 Lb T2

Waste
Produced

60,000,000 Lb CO2
 1,200,000 Lb SO2
  160,000 Lb NO2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80x

Fills 8000x
Fills 400x

2.0 Lbs Helium
 

•  The energy potential in the tiny amount of deuterium in a 
gallon of water is equivalent to 300 gallons of gasoline.  
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Li6 + n  →  α  +  T 

•  Enough lithium in land to supply 6k-10k years 
–  at least 12x more energy than all uranium, thorium, 

coal, oil, and natural gas supplies   

•  Enough lithium in ocean to supply ~6 million years 

Use 80% of the 
energy to make 

electricity

Use 20% to 
sustain reaction


GOAL: (from ocean)


Fusion Has A Virtually Unlimited Supply of Fuel
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A fusion power plant would use the energy released in 
fusion to heat water into steam to generate electricity.


Similar to coal power plant that burns coal to make steam, but requires 
1,000,000X less fuel for the same amount of steam and electricity.
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Fusion on Earth Requires Temperatures 
Hotter Than The Sun

à At fusion temperatures, matter is a plasma 

Like charges repel 
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A plasma is like a hot gas, but it:

•  contains charged particles (electrons and ions) 

•  can conduct electricity and respond to magnetic fields 


What is plasma?
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Lighting

Spacecraft Propulsion


Electronics
 Medicine


Lightning
 Aurora


Space


Places You Can Find Plasma
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•  Sustained fusion reactions require 


-enough particles (density) 


-that are energetic enough (temperature) 


-and collide often enough (confinement time)


How Do We Make Fusion Work?
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Even with ~1020 ions/m3 , the ion would travel ~10 km 
before colliding with another  

•  Sustained fusion reactions require 


-enough particles (density) 


-that are energetic enough (temperature) 


-and collide often enough (confinement time)


How Do We Make Fusion Work?


How fast is a 100 million K ion? 

Convert temperature to energy 
using the Boltzmann constant, 

k=1.38x10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1 

Solve for thermal velocity 

(that’s 1.3 million mph) 

àPlasma has to be cleverly confined! 
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There Are Three Main Approaches to 
Confining Plasma for Fusion


STARS: use gravity to 
confine plasma 

INERTIAL FUSION: lasers used 
to rapidly heat plasma 

MAGNETIC FUSION: magnetic fields 
used to confine hot plasma 
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STARS: use gravity to 
confine plasma 

INERTIAL FUSION: lasers used 
to rapidly heat plasma 

There Are Three Main Approaches to 
Confining Plasma for Fusion


MAGNETIC FUSION: magnetic fields 
used to confine hot plasma 

Focus of this workshop 
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A magnetic field can be used to trap a plasma �
in a “magnetic bottle” called a tokamak


Image credit: http://iter.rma.ac.be/en/img/MagneticConfinement.jpg 

Without a magnetic field, a typical 100 million °C ion would 
travel ~10 km (6 miles) before colliding with another 


No magnetic field 

With magnetic field 

Magnetic 
field line 

Charged 
particle 

A tokamak magnetic field 
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The solution: A “Tokamak” Confines Plasma Using Electromagnets 
to Produce a Doughnut-Shaped Helical “Magnetic Cage”


Vertical field coils 
Produce fields that position 

and shape plasma 

Toroidal field coils 
Produces toroidal field 

(long way around donut) 

Central solenoid (transformer) 
Induces toroidal current in 

plasma; plasma current 
produces poloidal field  

(short way around donut) 

In a power plant, the vacuum vessel would be lined with a “blanket” to 
collect energy for heating water to produce electricity 
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Experiments are solving many 
challenging problems for fusion


Taking the heat out 

Putting the heat in 

Keeping the heat in 

What do fusion researchers do?  
make measurements, compare measurements to 

simulations based on theoretical models, use 
models to predict plasma behavior and  

design future high performance fusion reactors 
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An Inside View of the DIII-D Tokamak in San Diego, CA


Many windows for 
heating and 

measurement tools


DIII-D is the largest magnetic fusion facility in the U.S.
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Plasma
 No plasma


An Inside View of the DIII-D Tokamak
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DIII-D In Infrared
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ITER – First self-heated fusion device under construction


•  ITER is being build in Southern 
France  
–  Partnership between USA, EU, 

Japan, Russia, China, Korea 
and India  

•  First magnetic fusion device that 
will produce more power than is 
used to run the reactor 
–  500 MW of fusion power 
–  First plasma in 2025   

•  ITER Mission: 
–   “To demonstrate the scientific 

and technological feasibility 
of fusion energy for peaceful 
purposes.” 

ITER 

Person 

150 million ℃ 

plasma
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ITER – First self-heated fusion device under construction
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ITER is over halfway completed – Image from Oct., 2018


> 1 millions components must be assembled with mm precision 
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Fusion Power: A Grand Challenge! 


And more! 



Fusion- Energy for the Future of Mankind


Fuel for thousands of years…

No global warming


No risk of nuclear accident, No high level nuclear waste
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